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Recognizing my responsibilities to wildlife, habitat and future generations, I pledge:
- To conduct myself in the field so as to make a positive contribution to wildlife and ecosystems.
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- To improve my skills as a woodsman and marksman to ensure humane harvesting of wildlife.

Kevin Woods

- To comply with all game laws, in the spirit of Fair Chase, and to influence my companions accordingly.
- To accept my responsibility to improve all possible assistance to game law enforcement officers.
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- To waste no opportunity to teach young people the full meaning of this code of ethics.

Kevin Bremer

- To reflect in word and behavior only credit upon the fraternity of sportsmen, and to demonstrate

SECRETARY

abiding respect for game, habitat and property where I am privileged to hunt.

Sally Torres
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE
A Message From Your President
Several weeks ago I had the opportunity to reread some of my favorite outdoor authors. One of my favorite,
which I reread at least once a year, is “Death in the Long Grass” by Peter Capstick. I found this book by accident
while trolling the aisles of my local Barnes and Noble. I was captivated by the word pictures he created. When
I first read the book I had not yet been to Africa and it ignited my desire go on my own safari. I also found time
to reread some of the books written by Jim Corbett and his exploits in hunting man eating tigers in India. In
recounting a particularly hair-raising encounter with a man eating tiger he wrote, “There are certain events in
life that are so intense, you never forget a single detail.”
Looking back over my hunting experiences, I have many fond members of the people I was with, the stories
told and retold, the success and failure of the hunt. And an encounter or two of which I remember every detail.
I remember the nicknames and how they were earned. Most of all I cherish the comradery and fellowship of
those with whom I shared the adventures.
We want to hear your stories and we want to share them with our members. They can be old stories or new.
They can be funny, serious, and/or instructive. Personally, I like stories that detail the hunt rather than just the
harvest. In our last newsletter there was a great story by Dick Schweiter on safari recounting his numerous
encounters with poachers. He had a successful hunt but the story was better than the pictures. Bob Cromwell
wrote about his safari through the eyes of his son. There were great pictures but the experience of the father/
son trip will be told and retold forever.
Thanks to all of you who have shared your stories with us. In September we are planning a social to meet each
other, to give hunt reports, and to swap tales. I guarantee you they are tales to be heard.

Chapter President,

Tom Fowler
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FROM THE PRESS

WA State to Kill Wolves from Ferry Co.
Pack After Attack on Cows

Associated Press
OLYMPIA — State wildlife managers are planning to kill some wolves in a northeastern Washington pack after
its members killed at least four cattle this year.
Department of Fish and Wildlife Director Jim Unsworth authorized killing a portion of the Profanity Peak pack
in Ferry County after investigators on Wednesday confirmed a calf had been killed by a wolf. There are at least
11 wolves in the pack.
The department says preventative measures — such removing carcasses or increasing human presence —
have not stopped livestock from being attacked, and such attacks will continue if the animals aren’t removed.
The agency says it is following guidelines developed with an advisory group on when to remove wolves, including that there be at least four livestock attacks in a year.
It’s the third time the department will remove wolves since the predators began recolonizing Washington
about a decade ago, The Capital Press reported. There are now 19 wolf packs, all of them east of the Cascades.
“I’m disappointed there was another depredation, but happy to see the department is ready to step in,” said
Washington Cattlemen’s Association Executive Vice President Jack Field.
Agents shot one wolf in northeastern Washington’s Huckleberry pack in 2014 and seven wolves from the
Wedge pack in 2012. In those cases, the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Wildlife Services assisted the state
Department of Fish and Wildlife. Since then, a federal judge has ruled the federal agency can’t help Washington lethally remove wolves without doing a more thorough study of the environmental impacts.
Several conservation groups objected to the decision, saying in a joint news release they do not want to see
wolves killed in remote, roadless areas.
“We appreciate the agency’s use of nonlethal measures to try to prevent losses of both livestock and wolves,
and are glad to hear the ranchers in question have been working cooperatively with the state, but we are
deeply saddened that wolves are going to die,” Amaroq Weiss, of the Center for Biological Diversity, said in the
news release. “We are not part of the advisory group but have made clear to the group that we don’t support
the killing of the public’s wildlife on public lands.”
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MEMBERS EDITORIAL
Africa Through the Eyes of a Parent
My 14 year old son has been to South Africa twice. I’ve been three times.
In 2015 we hunted with Kuvhima, and had such a wonderful time that we ended up bidding on and being
the winner of this year’s auction package at our February banquet. We returned to South Africa in May. It was
another wonderful experience for both of us.
One of my life’s passion is hunting. I started hunting with my father somewhere around the age of six, and the
fire he lit in my with respect to hunting has never gone out. I consider it my obligation, and privilege to share
that passion with as many others as I can. I am a hunter education instructor, and some of the greatest rewards
of being one comes from seeing the rapt attention that an eight or nine year old pays in class, the smile on a
youth’s face as he fires a gun for the first time, or his exhilaration at being certified and eligible to hunt.
My son shot nine animals this year in Africa, and I was content to shoot one with a rifle. I took a camera and
was able to shoot a couple thousand images. I thoroughly enjoyed the time spent with my son, our Kuvhima
PH and staff, and the other guests in camp during our stay.
We hunted in two different locations this trip. Our primary base of operation was in the Limpopo province
where my son shot an impala, a nice waterbuck, a blue wildebeest, a warthog, and a red hartebeest. The last
few days of the trip were spent in the Free State where my son shot a common reedbuck, a white blesbok, a
black wildebeest, and a Southern springbok. I shot a black springbok as well.
While the taking of these animals will provide wonderful memories, I’ll remember a few other things from the
trip as well. We visited a local elementary school one day, and were fortunate to observe how little they have,
and yet how happy these youth were. We also learned an important lesson: “Happy Donkey, Happy Owner.”
Another day, our PH brought a .22 rifle and 100 rounds of LR ammunition, and told my son he had to shoot
up all 100 rounds by the end of the day. Want to make a 14 year old happy? Give him a .22 and 100 rounds.
Between shooting silhouette targets and various and sundry small critters throughout the day, the world was
my son’s oyster.
Another day our PH was asked by another PH to assist in the retrieval of a dead crocodile shot by a hunter in
camp. We watched our PH wade neck deep into a river to find the “dead” crocodile, only to discover the crocodile was fully alive when our PH stepped on it.
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MEMBERS EDITORIAL
Africa Through the Eyes of a Parent Continued...
The animals, our PH and the staff, other hunters in camp we became friends with, the visit to the local school,
the sunrises and sunsets, undivided time with a son: they’re all part of the mosaic that makes a trip like this so
precious. We have experiences that changed and enriched us, and memories to last our remaining lifetimes.
If you are considering a trip to Africa, my simple advice is “go.” If you’ve been before, take a son, daughter, niece,
nephew, friend, spouse, or someone special and enjoy the trip together. Here are a few tips that I learned that
helped make our trip more enjoyable, and are especially applicable when traveling with someone else:
•
Set realistic expectations.
•
Be honest about your own and your partner’s abilities with the PH and outfitter.
•
Set a budget, but leave some wiggle room.
•
Dress appropriately.
•
Treat your PH with respect.
•
Engage in a few additional activities besides hunting.
•
Define success as more than animals taken.
•
Take a camera. Digital images are free, and yet priceless.
We’re already talking about finding a way to return again in a couple years. My son’s idea is to start a GoFundMe account to help a needy 14 year old from Washington go to South Africa. I give him credit for ingenuity,
and who knows?
Written by:

Bob Cromwell
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Monday - Saturday
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New & Used Firearms
Ammunition
Hunting Accessories
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Optics
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Located at
895 Nevitt Road
Burlington, WA 98233

360.588.4672

Scope Mounting

www.skagitarms.com

Bore Sighting
Special Orders
Transfers

YOUTH HUNT SELECTIONS 2016
Youth Hunt Selections
This year we received 23 applicants, and our SPSC of SCI Chapter Board had approved to send 10 youth
hunters on a 2016 Eastern WA Doe hunt.
The youth hunt selection committee consisted of five SPSC of SCI Chapter Board members.
The committee has selected 10 hunters, and 2 alternates. They are named below. Their letters of application
can be read on the following pages 9 - 15.
10 Youth Hunters Selected:
Logan Jenkins
Natalie Uhls
Teegan Brown
Logan Sullivan
Molly Shearer
Brandon Esperto
Gavin Wright
McKay Cheney
Andrew Burkhart
Emily Cook
2 Alternates Selected:
Kaden Bumstead
Mikey Kincaid
I will be sending emails to each of the selected youth with contact information to schedule their hunt with
John Campbell. The applicants who were not selected will also get an email thanking them for their submissions and to encourage them to apply again next year.
Ross Woods
Youth Hunt Coordinator Chairman
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YOUTH HUNT SELECTIONS 2016

#23
Applicant: Emily Cook
Age: 15
Hi. My name is Emily Cook. This year I will be a sophomore at the Sultan High School (SHS). I am a
hard working student and a very active girl. I participate in many extracurricular activities including
the music program (band class and marching band), volleyball, softball, track and I also manage
girls’ basketball. My main passion is music and I currently play the flute and piccolo. I also really
like to go hunting. When I go hunting I usually hunt with my dad. We for elk, bear, deer, grouse,
and turkey, but so far, I have not been able to shoot an animal. I hope to be able to take this hunting opportunity and kill first animal. Thank you!
Emily Cook
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MEMBERS EDITORIAL
Notes from the Hunting Journal of
Jonathan Spaulding
My son, James, 25, slips into the seat next to me and hands me a cocktail. “only 2 ½ hours left,” he
notes, looking at the large digital clock across from us. We are in the Delta Sky Club in the International Terminal at Atlanta’s Hartsfield Airport, waiting to board the third longest international flight that one can book,
the almost 16 hour trek to Johannesburg. After a year of research, planning, and preparation, I am relieved
to finally be on our way. I am worried about everything: our paperwork, our rifles, the weather, customs, our
chances for success…but I push those thoughts away and instead tell myself that we’ve done our homework,
solicited good advice from experienced hunters and hired a first-rate outfitter. We’ve spent hours at the range,
practiced with our fancy scopes and rangefinder, and broken in our boots with a rigorous schedule of walking.
We’ve had our vaccines, we’re taking our anti-malarial pills and if things don’t work out, it’s not from lack of
effort.
Our trip was inspired by my friend Tom Fowler. We have many things in common but none greater
than our love for outdoor adventures. Our quarterly business breakfasts would always involve a healthy dose
of outdoor stories. His encouragement really made this trip possible and his help with the planning was invaluable. My hunt would be a father-son affair and it turns out that James will be the perfect partner. First
of all, we have completely different trophy lists. He favors what I call “ugly animals”. My list runs toward the
graceful and beautiful. For instance, James’ #1 Goal: Warthog. Me: Kudu. Secondly, James’ youth, strength
and courage will offset my deficit in the first two and augment me in the last of these attributes.
One of Tom’s best recommendations was that I keep a journal. “You think that you will remember everything
and every detail. So much will happen that soon the days will run together and some precious memories
will be lost.” Therefore, with thanks to Tom, I submit for your consideration these excerpts from my personal
hunting journal of June, 2016.
Tuesday, June 14th:
The plan today will be to hunt a concession well past Lephalale, which is an hour away from our lodge.
We have a quick breakfast at 5:30, gather our box lunches, and are loading gear in the safari truck by 5:50 AM.
It is still pitch dark as we pull onto Highway 518, headed west towards Botswana. We pass several busses on
the highway and at this early hour I wonder where they’re headed. I will later learn that these are workers,
headed for the massive coal-burning power plants called “Madupi” and “Matimba”. Madupi is undergoing an
expansion and has both construction workers and the normal crew needed for power generation. We glide
through Lephalale and then encounter a Seattle-style traffic jam at the left turn towards Steenbokpan. Our
timing is dead-wrong as the morning shift is starting and thousands of workers are showing up for their workday.

Madupi Power Station, Lephalale,
Limpopo Province, South Africa
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MEMBERS EDITORIAL
Notes from the Hunting Journal of
Jonathan Spaulding Continued...
Finally, we clear the logjam and are back on vacant roads as the sun rises higher in the clear African sky. With
us are our Professional Hunter, Johann von Jaarsfeld, and our tracker “George”. Johann was born in Polokwane
in 1989 and is of Afrikaans decent. Strong, fearless and committed to our success, we feel lucky to have him on
our hunt. I am surprised at the youth of the PH’s I’ve met. It’s clearly a young man’s game and I am impressed
with the pace and intensity of our hunt. Johann is also a planner, and he is always a couple of steps ahead of
us when thinking hunting strategy. George the Tracker really speaks no English, so all communication is from
me to Johann in English and then Johann to George in Afrikaans. Over the ten day hunt, we will short-circuit
this by developing a reasonable sign language convention, with a dose of intuition.

Tracker George, James Spaulding and Johann von Jaarsfeld

Both Johann and James are feeling poorly, with cold and flu symptoms. They heavily medicated themselves
at a pharmacy in Lephalale, but are still nowhere near 100%. In Steenbokpan, we leave the highway and turn
right onto a nicely-maintained gravel road. It seems like miles along this fenceline, but finally we enter the
concession, which has several buildings presenting a neat, but not lodge-perfect appearance. Here we meet
Kobus, a jovial and impressive man of about 65 years of age. He looks spry and strong, but is missing his left
arm. I am surprised to learn that he is also a PH. He is there with his tracker, also named James. The farm owner comes out, and the farm owner’s nephew (also named Johann…we’ll call him Young Johann).
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MEMBERS EDITORIAL
Notes from the Hunting Journal of
Jonathan Spaulding Continued...
There is much discussion between Johann (our PH, we’ll call him PH Johann) and Kobus, PH Johann and the
Farm Owner, among all three of them, between Kobus and Young Johann… even Tracker James and George
are communicating in some tribal language. I learn that although they are from separate tribes, they can all
communicate through some common dialect. I think of it as the “Esperanto of Tribal South Africa”. My son
and I can understand none of it, and we grow impatient as it seems to go on too long. It’s getting later in the
morning, we’ve come over 10,000 miles to get here, there’s not that much to discuss….Let’s Go Hunt!
Finally, we pile into the truck and head into the bush: Kobus driving, Young Johann beside him; Tracker
James, Tracker George, PH Johann in the bed of the truck, with my son, James, and me. Two up front and five
of us in the bed of the little Toyota; it all seems a little overkill to us, but I tell my son that “I’ll hunt with entire
bus load of Africans if we can get a good gemsbok or wildebeest.” Tracker James is now in the PH Seat (back
right so that the driver can see him in the mirror) as PH Johann has deferred to his site-specific knowledge of
this particular concession. We start driving through the bushveld, scanning to our left and right looking for
game. Not 20 minutes into the drive, we spot Gemsbok: males, moving parallel to us, 80 yards to our right.
We stop the truck and begin our stalk. I will take our “light rifle”, a .300 Win Mag we’ve named “The Punisher”. I
push three 180 grain Hornady Superformance cartridges into the Winchester Model 70, chamber a round and
check the safety. We’re nowhere near the fence line or the open fields now; we’re in the classic bushveld. This
will be fair chase hunting at its best.
Tracker James, PH Johann, my son James and I start the stalk. Young Johann, Tracker George and Kobus stay in the truck. After only 100 yards or so, PH Johann is setting up the shooting sticks as a fine gemsbok
pauses in a clearing. As I settle the Punisher onto the sticks, I ask my son the range. My goal is to set the CDS
dial on the elevation turret of the Leupold scope, to ensure perfect shot placement. I am looking through the
scope at a fine gemsbok as James whispers “130 yards”. Johann says, “Don’t worry about the range, shoot!” As
I thumb off the safety and shift my finger to the trigger, the magnificent creature moves to our right, out of the
clearing and becomes quickly invisible behind the thick brush. Damn! He was in my sights and I should not
have hesitated. I can just sense Johann’s disgust. He did his job, why didn’t I do mine?
As I am mentally scolding myself, another big gemsbok wanders into the opening, this time a large female.
“Shoot!” whispers Johann and without even one second’s reflection the .300 thunders. I think it even surprised
Johann as his words were still floating in the air as I fired. The gemsbok does a 180 degree spin and heads for
cover. I am pretty sure I hit it, and so is PH Johann. We decide to sit for a few minutes. As I am unloading the
rifle, Kobus, Young Johann and Tracker George appear on the scene, having heard the shot from the truck. We
walk up to the clearing where the gemsbok was standing, and Tracker James immediately finds blood. We are
now on the trail in hot pursuit, with two trackers, James and George in charge and doing their thing. About
one hundred yards away, they find the gemsbok down in the grass. We laugh and have handshakes all around
as Kobus walks up. “My God, he’s a good one,” thunders Kobus. “Must go 40 inch”
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MEMBERS EDITORIAL
Notes from the Hunting Journal of
Jonathan Spaulding Continued...

Young Johann, Kobus, Jonathan Spaulding, Farm
Owner, PH Johann and Tracker James

Johann, Jonathan Spaulding and “Tracker James”

At the time, I have no idea what that means, but later I will learn that this is a really good specimen. Kevin Robertson writes, “A gemsbok’s head is 18 inches in length, so two and a quarter times the length of the head will
equal 40 inch horns, the gemsbok Holy Grail.” We are now 30 or 40 minutes into our gemsbok hunt and at my
feet lies a Holy-Grail trophy. Easy stalk, one-shot kill, no trouble tracking. It feels too easy, but I can’t conceal
a slight grin. An hour ago, I was annoyed with the chit-chat and slow pace of our start. Now it seems that we
might have our days’ work done before lunch!
Gemsbok are thought to be the best-tasting meat of all the plains game animals, provided that the field dressing is done quickly. After posing for pictures, we load the animal and head immediately to the skinning shed.
I’m certain that the truck will not haul seven large adults plus a big gemsbok, but they are not concerned with
matters such as these, and off we go. Thirty minutes later, the animal has been processed and is in the cold
room. The farm owner produces a tape measure and the horns are carefully examined. “Forty and a half inches from base to tip. She’s in the book”. He refers to the Rowland Ward Records of Big Game book. Trophies
over 40” can be entered in the book; the all-time record is 49 ½”. Another round of handshakes all around, as
the trackers load the stomach into a backhoe bucket for disposal. It is now about 11:00 AM, but I am unconcerned with the time as it has been good hunting and we’re seeing plenty of game. What I don’t know is that
as we turn our attention from gemsbok to blue wildebeest, things will go from easy to very, very difficult.
To Be Continued...
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BUFFALO RAFFLE 2016
2016 Buffalo Hunt Raffle Winner Announcement
Glenn Maiers of Bremerton is the lucky winner of The Seattle Puget Sound Chapter of SCI 2016 Buffalo Hunt
Raffle. The winning Raffle Ticket was drawn at the June 25th, 2016 Annual Meeting and BBQ held at the Elk
Heights Ranch in Cle Elum, WA.
Glenn and guests will be joining members of The Seattle Puget Sound Chapter of SCI for a late November,
early December “Sportsmen Against Hunger Program” hunt in Colville WA. Half of the Buffalo harvest will go
to Glenn and the other half will be delivered to the Tacoma Salvation Army food kitchen. Many families will
benefit from this generous and wonderful donation.
Raffle Tickets are now on sale for the “Sportsmen Against Hunger Program” 2017 Buffalo Hunt Raffle. For 2017
The Seattle Puget Sound Chapter of SCI has added an additional raffle prize of a Tikka T3 Lite Rifle – Caliber
of your choice. Also included with the Tikka T3 Lite rifle is a Nikon Monarch 3 Scope, 4-16 X 42, donated by
Seattle Puget Sound Chapter of SCI Board Member Dick Schweiter, of ODLE Sales and NIKON SPORT OPTICS.
Raffle Tickets for the Buffalo Hunt and Tikka Rifle will be sold at all normally scheduled Seattle Puget Sound
Chapter of SCI events. Raffle tickets will also be available for sale on Saturday’s at Puyallup Washington Arms
Collector shows and Saturday’s and Sunday’s at most Washington Arms Collector shows, until tickets are sold
out. Don’t wait tickets will go fast!
Norm Redding
Buffalo Hunt Raffle Chairman, SPSC of SCI
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MEMBERS BRAG BOARD
Bob Kramer
New Mexico, August , 2016
Trophy Pronghorn
983 Yards One Shot!

Julie Heimbigner
July 2016
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Chip Emmons
Leopard
Western Zimbabwe, 2016
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MEMBERS BRAG BOARD
Africa Through the Eyes of a Parent, Pictures
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MEMBERS BRAG BOARD

Mathew Cromwell
Africa, 2016
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MEMBERS BRAG BOARD
Bob Cromwell
Africa, 2016

Sunny

Mathew Cromwell
Africa, 2016

S&S

“Hunt with Sunny & Steve for the Perfect Home...
or the Perfect Buyer”
Technical Competence Practical Experience Client Compassion Outstanding Results

Let us earn your business by demonstrating how we do business - by practicing real estate at
the highest ethical and professional standards and always putting our client’s interests first.

Steve

Give us a call today and let us go to work for you!
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SUNNY & STEVE ELSTON

11100 Main St. Suite 200, Bellevue, WA 98004 steve.elston@windermere.com
Serving the Puget Sound Region

425.351.3366
w w w. s u n n y e l s t o n . c o m

ADVERTISEMENTS & SPONSORS

HALLETT LAKE
OUTFITTERS LTD
Owner/Operators
Allen & Steven Ray
Box 53
Fort Fraser, BC
V0J1N0
Canada
PH 1.250.690.7204
Fax 1.250.690.7705
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ADVERTISING & NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS
KEEPING TRACK ADVERTISING RATES
Includes all 3 Issues + the Banquet Issue
Random Inside Covers
Within (Front or Back)

Ad Size

Outside
Back Cover

Submit Your Photo or Article!

We are always looking for stories and photos for the newsletter. Long stories or short stories, hunting or human interest stories, what ever you’ve got, we’ll take it. We will also
take your photos, the more the better.

Business Card
2”x 3-1/2”

$50.00

$75.00

$100.00

To encourage your participation we’ll send you a $25
Cabela’s gift certificate if your story gets published!

Double Ad
3-1/2” x 5”

$100.00

$150.00

$200.00

The easiest way for us to handle your newsletter
submissions is...
1. Send an email to wwindersci@gmail.com

Half Page
8” x 5”

$200.00

$350.00

$600.00

Full Page
8.5” x 11”

$375.00

$600.00

N/A

Interested in Advertising?
Contact: Wade Winder
Email: wwindersci@gmail.com
or Call: 425.359.2839

Need help with your AD?

Let Pixeleyes professionally design your ad for the Keeping
Track Newsletter! Starting at only $25. Price varies by ad size.
Contact: Katie at mypixeleyes@gmail.com

2. We will accept Newsletter submissions in Microsoft
Word or PDF Format Only! Don’t worry about fancy formatting. Just type, proof read and submit.
3. We may need to edit your story for length, although
we try not to, so when writing your story try to do so by
separating all important events or facts with paragraphs.
4. Attach your photos as a JPEG image(s). You may need
to send more than one email depending on how many
photos you wish to submit.
5. If possible, do not crop or edit your photos (although
we’ll take them however you want to send them).
6. Give us some background information about each
photo: Who is in the photo, where it was taken and what
relevance it has to your story.

Cedar River Taxidermy
Highest Quality Quick Return

Rick Matthes

35329 Veazie Cumberland Rd SE
Enumclaw, WA 98022

360.886.0231
cedarrivertaxidermy@gmail.com
www.cedarrivertaxidermy.com
We Give Your Trophy That
Final Compliment!
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Seattle Puget Sound Chapter of SCI

A P P L I C AT I O N F O R M E M B E R S H I P
Mission Statement:

To establish, protect and promote hunting and game conservation for present and future members and their families.

How to Join:
1. Prospective members are required to attend two chapter meetings or activities.
2. Have two current chapter members sponsor and sign this application.
3. The completed application should be signed and mailed to the membership chair, who will present it to the board of
directors for approval.
Mail to: Joe Greenhaw, PO BOX Box 1900, Snoqualmie WA 98065-1900

Dues for Chapter & SCI National:

1. Chapter dues - $45.00 annually, with a one-time $20 initiation fee
2. National dues - $65.00 annually. If you are already a national member, you will pay only the chapter dues and the onetime initiation fee for the first year.
3. In consecutive years, you will be billed by national for both national and chapter dues.

PERSONAL INFORMATION
DATE:
NAME:

SPOUSE/EQUIVALENT:

CHILDREN: NAME & AGE:

NAME & AGE:

ADDRESS:
CITY:

STATE:

HOME PH:

ZIP:

WORK:

CELL:

FAX #:

EMAIL:

DATE OF BIRTH:

OCCUPATION:

HUNTING BACKGROUND AND INTERESTS
HOW MANY YEARS HUNTING?

STATES HUNTED?

HUNTING INTERESTS (Big game, Elk, Deer, Moose, Bear, etc.)

OTHER INFORMATION
ARE YOU A SCI NATIONAL MEMBER?

MEMBER NUMBER

DATE

ARE YOU A MEMBER OR OFFICER OF ANY OTHER HUNTING ORGANIZATION(S)?

COMMITTEE INTERESTS
Membership
Newsletter
Conservation
Activities
Sportsmen Against Hunger
Auction/Fundraisers/Banquet

Meetings
Gov. Affairs
Photographer
Other

Public Relations
Get-A-Ways
Special Projects

By-Laws
AWLS

SPONSORS

(Please have two current chapter members print and sign their names.)

NAME:

SIGNATURE:

NAME:

SIGNATURE:
MEMBERSHIP CODE OF CONDUCT REQUIREMENTS

Members will conduct themselves in a lawful, responsible and sportsmanlike manner, promote good relationships with other members, bring good
credit to the sport of hunting and be sympathetic to the stated purpose and interest of chapter goals.
OFFICE USE ONLY

I HEREBY SIGN AND PLEDGE TO SUPPORT THE GOALS OF THIS CHAPTER AND SCI

APPLICANTS SIGNATURE:

DATE:

Date Received:
Date Approved:
Other:

Linds Custom Meats &
The Main Event Catering
Custom cutting and smoking
Wild game processing
Duck, Goose jerky and Pepperoni
Grain fed beef and pork
Farm Slaughtering
Holiday Smoked Prime Rib, Hams,
Smoked Turkeys and Gift Baskets
We offer a wide variety of custom meat processing.
We also offer the customer the option to come in and wrap their own meat and experience
the fast and friendly service at Lind’s.
We are known for our delicious and moist Custom Smoked Whole Pigs.
Making any event you have delicious and memorable.
We can customize your meal for any event you’re planning.
Weddings, Banquets, BBQ's , etc.
No One Leaves Hungry !

Family owned and operated since 1968

23022 172nd Ave SE Kent, WA 98042

253.631.3172

www.lindsmeats.com

Seattle Puget Sound Chapter of SCI
Keeping Track Newsletter
W. Winder
4219 188th St NW
Stanwood, WA 98292

TO:

A non-profit organization dedicated to

conserving wildlife, preserving
hunting and the education of the people.

